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forces, and can be further classified as either reversible or irreversible. Among the irreversible forces, mean flow shear is negligible compared to turbulent shear, suggesting that turbulence dissipation is the dominant cause of loss generation. As a result, the mean flow components of the vortical structures do not generate significant mixing losses. Rather than mixing effects, the mean flow of the vortices cause the suction surface boundary layer to separate inside the passage, thereby generating the large low energy regions typical of endwall flows. Losses are generated as the low energy regions mix out. This vortex separation effect is demonstrated with an experiment using a profile fence and pressure surface modification near the endwall. The findings in this paper suggest that profile modifications near the endwall that suppress suction surface separation may provide loss reductions additive to those that weaken vortical structures, such as endwall contouring. 
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been increased interest in increasing the aerodynamic load on turbine airfoils to reduce weight. Turbines operate with an overall favorable pressure gradient, but with diffusion on the airfoil suction surfaces, increasing the aerodynamic load with highly curved airfoils and stronger adverse pressure gradients can cause stall at higher Reynolds numbers. Stall refers to a separation bubble that does not reattach upstream of the trailing edge. McQuilling [1] showed that with laminar-turbulent transition modeling and manipulation of the pressure loading distribution, high lift profiles can be designed that preserve midspan low Reynolds number performance. In linear cascade studies using profiles with similar gas angles as the L2A in the present study, Praisner et al. [2] and Knezevici et al. [3] showed that such designs increase endwall loss beyond practical limits. In both of these studies, the authors applied non-axisymmetric endwall contouring in an attempt to mitigate the elevated endwall losses, yet the losses remained too high for use in engines.
The purpose of this paper is to elucidate the causes of elevated endwall loss for high lift LPT airfoil designs and to suggest an alternative approach for reducing mixing losses. Past endwall loss reduction methods such as endwall contouring have generally focused on weakening vortical structures. Vortices are often viewed in the literature as lossgenerating mechanisms, yet the way they contribute to loss is unclear.
In this paper we examine endwall flow and losses in terms of both mixing effects and the interaction of vortices with the profile suction surface. Past endwall loss studies have considered mixing effects, but interaction of the endwall flow with the profile has not received much attention. To study mixing we decompose the mixing forces locally within the flow field. The interaction of vortices with the profile is studied using profile boundary layer fences and a pressure surface modification. Because of the no-slip condition, little can be done to reduce endwall boundary layer losses for a given surface area, so the focus of this work is on aspects of freestream mixing.
ENDWALL LOSS STUDIES
The mean endwall flow field is comprised of several vortical structures with the passage vortex being dominant. Although large scale unsteady flow features may be present, turbulence is also quite high in the endwall region. As a result, past endwall loss studies have generally focused on dissipation of the vortical structures by studying the secondary kinetic energy (SKE) and the role of turbulence.
The Role of Secondary Kinetic Energy
In the mean flow field, the rotational energy at the endwall is typically quantified by the magnitude of SKE. Using the mass-averaged exit flow angle, or the mean camber line angle at the trailing edge as the primary reference direction (depends on researcher), SKE is defined as half the sum of squared mean velocity components normal to the primary reference direction (See Fig. 2 ). The mathematical definition is given as, ( )
Moore and Adhye [4] measured SKE at three downstream planes of a low speed linear turbine cascade. They suggested that the increased loss is almost entirely explained by a decrease in SKE at downstream planes. More recently, MacIsaac et al. [5] also reported endwall flow loss development downstream of a low speed linear turbine cascade. They observed that reduction in SKE only accounted for 42% and 64% of the mixing losses in the second and third downstream mixing planes, respectively. The lack of correlation between SKE and loss was attributed to streamwise gradients in the exit flow that were not captured by computing SKE.
The differing conclusions of these two studies regarding SKE may be due to boundary conditions. It is worth noting that the Moore and Adhye [4] cascade had an aspect ratio of unity, whereas the MacIsaac et al. [5] cascade had an aspect ratio of 2.8. Besides incompressible flow, no other geometric or flow conditions were matched. The significant differences in test conditions provide a good pair of test cases for assessing the utility of SKE as an indicator of passage loss. The differing conclusions suggest that SKE may not be a good indicator of measured losses. We do not present SKE measurements in the present study.
The Role of Turbulence
Gregory-Smith et al. [6] investigated the role of TKE in total pressure loss within and downstream of a low speed linear cascade of turbine airfoils. The through-passage integrated turbulence energy increased tenfold, but it only accounted for about 25% of the total pressure loss. They concluded that dissipation (presumably mean flow and turbulent) through viscous action is very significant. MacIsaac et al. [5] , however, found that the integrated TKE in three measurement planes downstream of their linear turbine cascade remained approximately constant, indicating that the growth of TKE is not correlated with increasing downstream total pressure loss.
Moore et al. [7] studied turbulent Reynolds stresses in downstream mixing in a low speed linear turbine cascade. They found that the integrated deformation work term that exchanges mean flow and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) (also called the turbulence production term) agreed very closely with the rate of total pressure loss production. Their data also showed that contours of TKE identified the boundary of the airfoil wake similar to loss coefficient contours, but the peaks were not aligned. MacIsaac et al. [5] also studied the turbulence production in downstream measurement planes of a low speed linear turbine cascade. Their results supported Moore et al. [7] , in that turbulence production (not simply TKE) plays a significant role in the mixing process and loss production. MacIsaac et al. [5] pointed out that the magnitude of the turbulence production term should be comparable to the dissipation term.
Relation of Present Work to Past Mixing Loss Studies
The mixing analysis in this paper is related to the work of MacIsaac et al. [5] and Moore et al. [7] , but the governing equation we use is quite different. These authors applied the mean kinetic energy equation for a turbulent flow given by Hinze [8] . That equation has a gradient of the product of a convection velocity and total pressure, a term that is difficult to measure. Moore et al. [7] assumed the convection velocity constant so it could be factored out for computing area averages of the total pressure gradient downstream of the blade row. In this paper we solve for the total pressure gradient to study mixing locally in the flow field.
MIXING ANALYSIS
For incompressible and adiabatic cascade flows the overall work is zero. For these conditions the first law of thermodynamics can be written as,
where e is internal energy. We see that the passage total pressure loss will be due to an increase in internal energy. Considering a differential element in the flow field, the equation governing the internal energy of an incompressible, adiabatic, turbulent flow can be written as, are the mean flow and turbulence dissipation rates, respectively. These dissipation terms are caused by shear stresses in the fluid. To decouple the roles of the mean and turbulent flow fields in loss production, one could locally measure both dissipation rates to obtain a direct measure of internal energy production and total pressure loss. Integrating the local dissipation measurements across the passage would yield the overall total pressure loss production rate. Unfortunately, measurement of the turbulence dissipation rate is very difficult even for simple flows due to the need to measure instantaneous fluctuation gradients.
An alternative method to quantify local influences on total pressure can be derived from the RANS momentum equation, 
The convection term on the left hand side can be replaced using the following identity given by Panton [9] ,
where ω j is the local vorticity vector. Note that the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (5) can also be written as U ω
Assuming steady mean flow and substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), we obtain an expression for the spatial total pressure derivatives,
Equation (6) can be interpreted as a local description of the force balance in the flow field that causes changes in total pressure. The first term on the right hand side represents a force due to viscous diffusion, an irreversible mean flow friction force (IMF). The second term came from the vector identity of Eq. (5) and represents a coriolis force. This vector identity decomposed the convection term present in the inviscid Euler equations and as a result, is a reversible mean force (RMF). The last term of Eq. (6) respectively. The isotropic stress cannot cause shear and as a result, represents a reversible turbulent force (RTF). This is analogous to the absence of pressure from the vorticity equation because of its inability to cause shear. On the other hand, a ij represents a deviatoric shear stress and as a result, accounts for an irreversible turbulent force (ITF). In summary, we have irreversible mean forces (IMF), irreversible turbulent forces (ITF), reversible mean forces (RMF), and reversible turbulent forces (RTF) that define the total pressure spatial derivatives. For experiments, it is convenient to non-dimensionalize equations for establishing similarity and to enable scaling. In this study, spatial variables were scaled using the axial chord. Total pressure was scaled by twice the inlet dynamic head. Velocities were scaled by the inlet mean velocity magnitude and turbulence quantities by the square of the inlet mean velocity magnitude. In non-dimensional variables, Eq. (6) can be expressed as,
For convenience, the index notation terms of Eq. (8) are written out explicitly in Table 1 with non-dimensional variables for the x-direction. The forms of the total pressure derivatives in the y and z directions are implied. To expand the index notation terms, substituting 1, 2, or 3 for the indices (i.e., i, j, and k) refers to the x, y, and z coordinate directions, respectively. Table 2 lists the scales used for non-dimensionalization. Because Eq. (8) is an alternative form of the RANS momentum equation (a vector equation), taking the dot product of Eq. (8) with the mean velocity vector will result in a mechanical energy equation. The forces will generate work in the flow. By taking the dot product of Eq. (8) with a unit vector in the mean flow direction, we obtain a measure of the change in total pressure along the local streamline, referred to as the mechanical work, n P MW t st
where, k z P j y
and n  is the unit vector in the mean flow direction. MW st is our focus for determining the dominant mixing effects. Upon carrying out the calculation of MW st by hand, one finds that the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (8) (i.e., term defining RMF) is orthogonal to the mean velocity vector. Thus, RMF has no role in changing the mechanical energy of the flow. The remaining mixing effects are decoupled according to,
and, A schematic of the test section is given in Fig. 1 . The cascade is comprised of seven airfoils. The outer tailboard is used to set the exit angle at Re = 100,000, the Reynolds number used in this study. A splitter plate assembly provides inlet boundary layer control for endwall studies. The distance between the splitter plate and the tunnel roof causes an effective span to axial chord ratio of 3.5. The splitter inlet plate leading edge was designed according to the recommendations of Narasimha and Prasad [11] . Figure 2 shows the cascade and secondary flow coordinate systems. The secondary coordinate system is indicated with primes and rotated 58˚ off axial, the approximate exit angle for tests with and without fences. Exit measurements were taken 0.58C ax downstream of the blade row, placing the center airfoil wake near the middle of the measurement plane. Table 3 summarizes the cascade geometry and flow conditions. One notes in Table 3 that the inlet boundary layer thickness is quite small. Though the inlet boundary layer thickness will influence the overall measured losses downstream of the blade row, this paper focuses on the physics of how losses are generated and not on the overall losses. Figure 3 shows the pressure loading of the L2A profile. The pressure loading is based on fully turbulent calculations by Lyall et al. [12] , and shows that the profile is aft loaded with peak suction at 0.60C ax . This profile was designed at the Propulsion Directorate of the Air Force Research Laboratory for studying low Reynolds number and high lift aerodynamics. It was designed to have the same gas angles as the Pratt & Whitney Pack B profile.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Except for ambient pressures, data were sampled using National Instruments hardware and software. An upstream stationary pitot-static probe and a kiel probe in the exit measurement plane were used to measure total pressure loss. At 3.2 mm diameter, the kiel probe was less than 2% of the blade pitch, providing sufficient resolution within the wakes. The ambient pressure was measured with a laboratory barometer, and freestream fluid temperatures were measured using type J thermocouples. An IFA300 constant temperature anemometer was used with single normal hot-film probes (TSI 1211-20) for obtaining velocities and turbulence measurements at the inlet. The velocities for setting the inlet Reynolds number were measured using the upstream pitot-static probe. A TSI 1299-20-18 triple sensor hot-film probe was used to obtain velocity and turbulence measurements downstream of the blade row. The three sensors of the triple probe were contained within a 2 mm measurement diameter. The probe stem was 4.6 mm in diameter.
All hot-film probes were calibrated using a TSI Model 1127 velocity calibrator. Typical calibration curves included 18 Figure 3 . Pressure loading of the L2A profile, taken from Lyall et al. [12] points, spanning the measured velocity range in the experiment. Calibrations spanned 2 < U < 14 m/s and 5 < U < 29 m/s for inlet and exit measurements, respectively. During calibration, the triple sensor probe was placed in a zero pitch/yaw configuration for the entire velocity range. An analytical technique, similar to that described by Lekakis et al. [13] , combined with the table look-up procedure of Gieseke and Guezennec [14] was used for obtaining velocity magnitudes and angles, given effective cooling velocities. In the experiment, average flow angles relative to the probe axis were typically within 10˚. Angle measurements on the calibration stand were within ± 0.9˚ of the actual velocity vector for ±18˚ pitch and yaw, indicating reasonable bias error.
All uncertainties were estimated at 95% confidence. Uncertainties for the Reynolds number and total pressure loss coefficients were estimated using the partial derivative and root-sum-square method of Kline and McClintock [15] . The loss coefficients at each point were estimated to within ± 0.01, approximately 1% of the inlet dynamic head. The Reynolds number was also estimated to be within about 1% of the measured value. The uncertainty of mean velocities for the exit flow field was estimated to be within 1.5% of the measured values. Sampling times were also sufficiently long to ensure independence of the samples in the presence of unsteadiness. When acquiring data for computing three-dimensional mixing forces, it was important to control the precision error to allow quality gradient calculations within the turbulence field. Approximately 7,000 independent samples were acquired at each measurement location to limit the mean-square fluctuation to within 3.5% of the measured values.
Three-dimensional mixing forces were obtained from triple sensor hot-film measurements. Derivatives were calculated using second order centered finite differences given by Tannehill et al. [16] for three-point stencils without interpolation between measurement points. For computing the derivatives, the grid spacing was set at Δx = 0.083C ax , Δy = 0.028C ax , and Δz = 0.042C ax within the measurement plane. Forty five independent quantities comprised of velocity and turbulence measurements were required to compute the mechanical work, MW st , at a single position. The combined uncertainty in MW st due to the separate measurements was estimated using the sequential perturbation technique of Moffat [17] .
Results of MW st with 95% confidence bands at 20% span, along with total pressure loss coefficients for reference are shown in Fig. 4 . Positive and negative MW st indicates energy addition to and extraction from the mean flow, respectively. As will be shown in the results section, the differences in the mixing forces that sum together to give MW st are larger than the error bars, indicating that meaningful conclusions can be obtained regarding the role of the different mixing forces. The Reynolds stress measurements had the largest uncertainty.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results are presented in three subsections. The first includes a discussion of the flow field to provide a basis for discussing mixing and loss development. Mixing forces are discussed next, whereby the mean flow and turbulence effects are decoupled. The final subsection presents an experiment in the lab using profile fences and a pressure surface modification. The purpose of this latter experiment was to investigate the influence on loss development due to interaction of the secondary flow with the profile suction surface.
Flow Field Description
Secondary flow formation is well documented so only a brief discussion will be given here, based on Langston's [18] review. Several variations of endwall flow models exist, but we will only consider the dominant features. Upstream of the leading edge, the inlet endwall boundary layer separates, forming a horseshoe vortex. The pressure side leg of the horseshoe vortex is swept across the passage towards the adjacent suction surface by the cross passage pressure gradient, eventually becoming the passage vortex. The passage vortex climbs the suction surface and separates as it rotates. Meanwhile, the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex remains close to the suction surface and rotates in opposite sense to the passage vortex. Langston [18] also points out that the suction side leg may orbit around the axis of the passage vortex. In this paper, we will focus on mixing effects of the secondary flow structures downstream of the blade row, and also the interaction with the suction surface. Figure 5 gives surveys of secondary velocity vectors (Vʹ, W), secondary vorticity coefficients and total pressure loss coefficients. The wake behind the center blade of the cascade is shown where the right side of the wake corresponds to the suction surface (see Fig. 2 ).
The secondary vorticity coefficients were computed using the method described by Hodson and Dominy [19] , 
where the variables were non-dimensionalized with the scales of Table 2 . The positive axis of vorticity is out of the page. Equation (15) will not equal the magnitude of the vorticity vector in the streamwise direction, xʹ, but provides a measure of the relative strength of the streamwise vorticity across the measurement area. Also note that there is a z component of the secondary velocity vectors approaching midspan, a region in the measurement area where the z component may be expected to be nearly zero. This z component is due to the extra blockage of the wind tunnel boundary layer at z/H = 1.0, compared to the relatively thin boundary layer on the tunnel splitter plate at z/H = 0 (See Fig. 1 ). In this wind tunnel using the splitter plate, the z component of velocity approaching midspan is smaller for cascades that have less secondary loss. The center of the passage vortex in Fig. 5 is approximately at y/S = 0.48 and z/H = 0.07, as indicated by the secondary velocity vectors. The passage vortex extends approximately to z/H = 0.10. Strong negative vorticity is present inside the passage vortex. The secondary velocity vectors midwake beyond the passage vortex show a spanwise migration of flow towards midspan. Those vectors indicate that this migrating flow extends to approximately z/H = 0.20. The boundary layer on the suction surface will be skewed due to this migrating flow. Furthermore, the spanwise migration of flow turns away from the suction surface and separates, generating a weaker negative vorticity core at y/S = 0.55 and z/H = 0.16. Rather than separate negative vorticity cores, it is more common for the spanwise migrating flow and the passage vortex to be merged, generating a single negative vorticity core within the secondary flow. Zoric et al. [20] , however, show data for cascades with the same gas angles as L2A with both merged and separate negative vorticity cores. For incoming turbulence levels of Tu = 1.5%, Zoric et al. [20] show that the Pack B cascade generates a single merged region of negative vorticity while the Pack D-A cascade has two negative vorticity cores, similar to L2A in this study. Also note in Fig. 5 that there is a region of positive vorticity that has a peak magnitude at y/S = 0.45 and z/H = 0.12 and extends to nearly z/H = 0.20. This region of positive vorticity (commonly referred to as the shed vorticity) is due to the skewing of the profile boundary layer by the spanwise flow migration.
The total pressure loss coefficients of Fig. 5 show that there are two regions of low energy cores in the flow field, which is typical of endwall flows. The low energy core closest to the endwall is approximately collocated with the passage vortex, at y/S = 0.48 and z/H = 0.07. A larger low energy region is approximately centered at y/S = 0.45 and z/H = 0.18 and contains two minima.
In the following sections of this paper, we will investigate the components of Eq. (8) that influence MW st in Eq. (9) . We focus on the irreversible effects of mixing. Secondly, we will investigate how the low energy regions form, but focus on the largest low energy region centered at y/S = 0.45 and z/H = 0.18. We suggest that the largest low energy region forms inside the passage as the spanwise flow migrating towards midspan separates from the suction surface.
Later this idea is investigated using profile fences and a pressure surface modification. Figure 6 shows MW st obtained at 20% span within the large low energy region of Fig. 5 . Recall from Eq. (14) that IMF, ITF, and RTF sum together to give MW st . One first notes that the irreversible mean force due to viscous diffusion, IMF, is negligibly small. Secondly, the dominant mixing effect is the irreversible turbulent shear force, ITF. The reversible turbulent force, RTF, plays a secondary role in mixing at this spanwise location. At the positive peak in MW st (y/S = 0.44), the ratio of mean to turbulent shear forces is IMF/ITF = 0.003. This negligible mean flow shear suggests that turbulence dissipation is the dominant cause of losses at 20% span. We will investigate the shear effects within the measurement plane of Fig. 2 to show that mean flow shear remains negligible compared to turbulent shear at other spanwise locations.
Decomposition of Mixing Forces
We define some additional terms for convenience to describe the relative strength of shear effects. Consider mixing in the downstream main flow direction, xʹ of Fig. 2 . By inspection of Table 1 and applying the secondary coordinate system, IMF xʹ will define the mean flow shear force in the main flow direction. IMF xʹ results from viscous diffusion, or second Secondary vorticity, total pressure loss coefficients (ΔY = 0.05 for contours), and secondary velocity vectors within the measurement plane (See Fig. 2) Cω s derivatives of the Uʹ velocity. We define a new mean flow shear force parameter as,
with non-dimensional variables according to Table 2 . The diffusion term in the xʹ direction was neglected. Also note in Eq. (16) 
with non-dimensional variables according to Table 2 . The turbulent shear parameters are defined separately to isolate effects due to each Reynolds stress component. The sum of F <uv>ʹ and F <uw>ʹ will have a smaller magnitude than ITF xʹ due to the derivative in the y direction as opposed to yʹ. The implication of Eqs. (16) (17) (18) is that if F Mʹ /( F <uv>ʹ + F <uw>ʹ ) is negligible, then IMF xʹ /ITF xʹ will also be negligible. For the full area traverse, the velocity and turbulence data were refined using cubic spline interpolation for computing derivatives. Figure 7 shows flood plots of the newly defined mixing force variables. Contours of Y and secondary velocity vectors are included for reference. Figure 7a shows the combined effects of F <uv>ʹ and F <uw>ʹ . On the outer perimeter of the wake, the mixing forces are negative, indicating energy extraction from the mean flow. On the inside of the wake, the mixing forces are positive and adding energy to the mean flow. In Fig.  7b , the mean flow viscous force, F Mʹ , has a negligible influence across the whole measurement area, thus supporting the original idea that mean flow viscous shear and dissipation has little effect on losses. From Figs. 7c and 7d , we see that F <uv>ʹ remains significant over most of the measurement area. F <uw>ʹ , however, is insignificant from z/H = 0.25 on towards midspan and has little influence on mixing in this region.
Between z/H = 0.25 and the endwall (z/H = 0), the region where both F <uv>ʹ and F <uw>ʹ are significant, the mixing forces vary significantly across the measurement area. This variation is enhanced mainly because F <uv>ʹ and F <uw>ʹ do not always carry the same sign. Where both quantities carry the same sign, energy extraction or addition is enhanced to speed up mixing. One such area is y/S = 0.4 and z/H = 0.10 in Fig. 7a . At this location, energy extraction is quite strong. Figures 7c and 7d show that F <uv>ʹ and F <uw>ʹ both extract energy from the mean flow at this location. On the other hand at y/S = 0.4 and z/H = 0.15 in Fig. 7a , the overall mixing force is depressed within the large low energy region. Figures 7c and 7d reveal that F <uv>ʹ and F <uw>ʹ are of opposite sign at this position to slow down mixing. Figures 6 through 8 provide insight into how and where mixing losses are produced in the airfoil wake. Analytically, shear effects in the flow can be decoupled into those that change internal energy and those that change mechanical energy (cf., Panton [9] ). Both effects occur simultaneously. The turbulence and mean flow dissipation rates are shear effects that change the internal energy of the flow, leading to the net total pressure loss across the blade row (Eqs. 2 and 3). Because the turbulence dissipation rate is difficult to measure, we used an equation describing the mechanical energy of the flow (MW st in Eqs. 9 and 14) as a basis for determining the strength of the shear effects in the flow field. The magnitudes of shear effects that change the mechanical energy indicate the presence and relative strength of dissipation effects. The implication of negligible mean flow shear in Figs. 6 through 8 is that turbulence dissipation is the dominant cause of mixing losses. Furthermore, turbulent shear is strongest in the secondary flow between z/H = 0.25 and the endwall, suggesting higher dissipation rates in this region.
In this section we decomposed the mixing effects of the mean and turbulent flow fields of the airfoil wake. The mean flow component of the vortex structures will have a negligible effect on mixing loss. This conclusion applies to the freestream away from bounding walls. Also, large-scale unsteadiness has been included with the turbulence effects in this analysis. Although mixing losses are negligible for mean flow structures, they do play a role in loss production, primarily in how they interact with the suction surface inside the passage. Most of the paper so far has focused on mixing, but effects inside the passage give rise to the mixing process. We discuss the interaction of the secondary flow with the profile suction surface in the following section.
The Influence of Secondary Flow Separation From the Profile
Recall the midwake secondary velocity vectors of We investigated the use of profile fences to inhibit the spanwise flow towards midspan on the suction surface, thus isolating the secondary flow from the midspan flow. To the authors' knowledge, Prümper [21] was the first to investigate fences for turbomachinery applications, testing approximately 400 different fence designs. The optimum design consisted of a profile fence and it reduced the area averaged passage loss by 50% for an annular cascade of vanes of aspect ratio unity. We are not advocating the use of fences, but they can elucidate the influence of the secondary flow on energy deficit formation within the passage.
As partially shown in Fig. 9 , boundary layer fences were installed on the three center airfoils of the cascade. The center airfoil of the cascade is shown on the left in Fig. 9 . Because measurements were obtained in the wake of the center airfoil, its fence was cut to wrap around to the pressure surface to enable attachment without altering the shape of the suction surface.
The neighboring airfoil fences, however, were attached to the suction surfaces.
Plumber's putty was applied to the pressure surface of the airfoil adjacent to the center blade suction surface near the endwall. The putty narrowed the passage to reduce the crosspassage pressure gradient and improve the isolating effect of the fence. This application of a thickened or "spooned" profile pressure surface is different than commonly used in practice. Blanco et al. [22] describes how "spooning" the profile is used [12] and surface flow visualization, the L2A profile does not have a pressure surface separation bubble at design incidence. The plumber's putty shown in Fig. 9 was applied by hand, so its appearance is not smooth in the picture. Smoothness is not important in creating a reduced cross-passage pressure gradient.
The fences were installed at 4.2% span from the endwall, a distance above the inlet boundary layer thickness. Bloxham's [23] particle image velocimetry measurements on the L1A profile, which has the same gas angles as L2A in the present study, indicated that the spanwise flow of the passage vortex remains close to the suction surface inside the passage. Using Bloxham's [23] measurements as a guide, the sheet metal fences were cut to extend into the flow 8.5% pitch from the suction surface. The leading edges of the fences were at 0.65C ax from the leading edges of the profiles (aft of peak suction).
The effect of the fence and putty on the endwall wake is shown in Fig. 10 . One first notes in Fig. 10b that applying the fence and putty caused a nearly two-dimensional flow from z/H = 0.12 on towards midspan. The strong region of positive vorticity in Fig. 10a that has a peak magnitude approximately centered at y/S = 0.45 and z/H = 0.12, is essentially eliminated using the fences and putty. This positive region of vorticity was eliminated because of the absence of spanwise flow along the profile that would normally skew the boundary layer. Furthermore, because of the absence of the spanwise flow, there is no ability for flow separation to propagate towards midspan. The absence of spanwise flow is why the large low energy region of Fig. 10a that is approximately centered at y/S = 0.45 and z/H = 0.18, is nearly eliminated using the fences and putty. Without fences and putty, significant endwall effects propagate to approximately 30% span, but to only 12% span with a fence. The secondary velocity vectors also indicate a slight improved average turning in Fig. 10b of approximately less than 0.5˚.
The mass-averaged passage loss was reduced by 12.9% using the fences and putty. An experiment using only fences (not shown in Fig. 10 ), showed that the putty contributed to about 3% of the loss reduction. The authors note that measurements below 4.8% span were not included in the estimate, so the loss reduction may be lower when including measurements all the way to the wall. The purpose of the experiment with the fences and putty, however, was not to develop a loss reduction design, but to bring attention to the importance of the interaction of the secondary flow with the profile suction surface. Inside the passage, the secondary flow vortices climb the profile suction surface and then separate. Losses are generated by mean flow and turbulence dissipation as the separated flow mixes out, forming the low energy cores typical of endwall flows. Mixing continues within and downstream of the blade row.
Past attempts at reducing endwall losses for high lift profiles have generally focused on weakening the vortex structures, such as using non-axisymmetric endwall contouring (e.g., Praisner et al. [2] and Knezevici et al. [3] ). Any modifications to the profile near the endwall that suppress separation of the secondary flow may provide loss reductions additive to those that weaken vortical structures. Such modifications may not be straightforward and need to be researched.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the origin of cascade mixing losses and the role of secondary flow vortical structures in loss development were investigated. For incompressible and adiabatic cascade flows, losses are generated by mean flow dissipation and turbulence dissipation. Turbulence dissipation, however, is difficult to measure and was not attempted. Keeping in mind that shear stress results in dissipation, an approach was developed to study components of the mixing forces. Among the shear forces that drive mixing and generate loss, turbulent shear was dominant over mean shear, suggesting that turbulence dissipation is the dominant cause of losses.
Due to negligible mean flow shear, the mean flow components of the vortical structures in the secondary flow (e.g., the passage vortex) do not contribute significantly to the mixing loss. Rather, the secondary flow causes the suction surface boundary layer to separate near the endwall. Low energy cores, typical of endwall flows, form inside the passage due to dissipation effects as the separated flow mixes out. An ad hoc experiment using profile boundary layer fences and a pressure surface modification eliminated a large portion of this separation, containing endwall effects to within 12% span. Endwall effects propogated to 30% span without the fences and pressure surface modification.
Thus, interaction of the secondary flow with the profile suction surface is very important for loss development.
Modifications that limit the suction surface separation near the endwall can provide loss reductions additive to those that weaken vortical structures, such as endwall contouring. These modifications may not be straightforward and research is needed to investigate the problem.
